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language in Colombia, as evidenced in the articles published in the profile Journal by Colombian
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Introduction
In 1994, the representatives of ninety-two
governments and twenty-five international organizations
met in Spain, for the World Conference on Special Needs
Education to reaffirm their commitment to Education
for All, to provide quality basic education for everybody
and urge a changeover from exclusion in which a person’s
disability was a synonym of personal tragedy. They
argued in favor of a move from integrated to inclusive
education, the model of education that encompasses
such diversity.
It is policies that can either facilitate or prevent the
development of inclusive educative systems and practices
(Ainscow & Miles, 2009). According to Ainscow (2003),
the achievement of better and more inclusive policies and
practices must be grounded in research. In Colombia,
inclusive education (ie) faces challenges such as the
poor financial resources of schools and the ideology
socialization, that is, the in-favor-of and against postures
(Parra Dussan, 2011).
In the field of foreign languages in Colombia and
ie, de Mejía (2006) refers to The National Program of
Bilingualism (npb) and points to a need for implementing
language policies which allow the inclusion of all
the languages and cultures present in the country.
Conversely, Medina Salazar and Huertas Sánchez (2008)
give an account of English as a foreign language (efl)
teaching experiences with blind students and Rondón
Cárdenas (2012) analyzes “some significant moments
which evidence the way lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender (lgbt) . . . efl students draw on different
discourses to adapt, negotiate, resist, emancipate, and
reproduce heteronormativity” (p. 77).
Cárdenas (2013) started an investigation to portray
the viewpoints, research, teaching practices, and policies
concerning ie in Colombia, evidenced in the articles
published in the profile Issues in Teachers’ Professional
Development Journal (profile henceforth). We report
on the study conducted by the research-assistant (Lina)
and her mentor (Melba), regarding the policies that
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guided the authors. First, we present the theoretical and
the research frameworks; then, we gather the results
and report the conclusions of the study.

Theoretical Framework
Three core concepts guided this study: inclusion,
inclusive education, and inclusive education in Colombia.
Inclusion
In order to define inclusion, we should look at
four key elements (Ainscow, 2003). First, inclusion is
a process; a never-ending search for adequate forms to
respond to diversity, to learn to live with differences,
to take advantage of them and to comprehend them to
achieve sustainable changes. Second, it is centered in the
identification and elimination of barriers, which embrace
the personal, social, and cultural conditions of determined
students or groups of students, policies, and educative
resources that produce exclusion. Third, inclusion means
assistance and good school performances. In this regard,
inclusion looks for the presence (appropriate places),
the participation (necessity of listening to the learners
to achieve a better quality of their scholar experiences),
and the success of all students (in respect not only to the
exams results, but also to the curriculum itself) (Echeita
Sarrionandia & Ainscow, 2011).
Nevertheless, for these authors the definition
of inclusion and therefore of inclusive education is
still confusing. In some countries, ie is seen as a way
to integrate children with disabilities in the general
education system while in others it is perceived as a
transformation of the education systems to respond to
the students’ diversity. In either case, the concept of
“inclusion” seems utopian and idealistic in comparison
to what really happens in the classrooms.
Valcarce Fernández (2011) differentiates between
integration and inclusion. While the former aims at the
normalization of students’ lives and their integration into
regular schools, the second has no specific goal; it is a
human right. Integration promotes adaptation processes
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in curriculums, while inclusion pursues the creation of
curriculums as an opportunity to learn in several ways.
Inclusion is both a human right and a process.
As a human right, it advocates the development,
maintenance, and reproduction of the sense of brotherand sisterhood through diversity, whose purpose is to
go beyond beliefs about whether or not education is
for all and the assistance of people according to their
necessities and characteristics. As a process, inclusion
involves the cessation of putting minority groups in
the midst of those educative systems that claimed
themselves as regular educative centers. It also restores
the dignity of social, political, and cultural practices
in the academic environment as well as in the core of
families, communities, and, as a result, in societies.

Inclusive Education
Parra Dussan (2011) distinguishes among the terms
education, inclusion, and inclusive education. Education
embraces the construction of individual knowledge
from the incorporation and internalization of cultural
patterns, while inclusion entails making effective human
rights. Consequently, ie encloses the transformations
of education in general and the educative institutions,
so that they can provide equitable and high quality
responses to diversity. In this respect, Arnaiz Sánchez
(2012) defends the civil and political rights of all citizens
and the equality of opportunities and participation in
our society, which implies the reduction of cultural,
curricular, and community exclusion.
For Arnaiz Sánchez (2012), the construction of
ie demands reforms on the conception of education,
its curricular organization and methodology, among
others. Thus, she proposes that centers of education
must, firstly, recognize the educative practices and the
existent knowledge on the dynamics of the school.
Then, they must adopt an attentive attitude of analysis
of the elements that obstruct student participation. This
involves a reflective point of view of the school’s own
educative practices, the organization of the school and the

classroom. Furthermore, educative centers have to make
effective use of their support assets, especially human
resources. This is a call to work with the students’ and
teachers’ bodies, administrative and political authorities,
and society in general.
Inclusive schools should be: (1) flexible, (2) informal,
(3) horizontal, (4) participative, and (5) competent
(Valcarce Fernández, 2011). This can help tailor
education to the diversity of the students and promote
their participation in the further development of their
identity so it can be reflected in, firstly, their schools,
then in their community, and finally, in their society.
Based on the international research on the
characteristics of successful inclusive educative
systems, Echeita Sarrionandia and Ainscow (2011)
postulate a framework to evaluate them. Three variables
of ie (presence, learning, and participation) interact
with the constituents shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Reference Framework for the Evaluation of
Inclusive Educative Systems
(Echeita Sarrionandia & Ainscow, 2011, p. 37)

1. Concepts

2. Policy

Inclusive
education:
Presence, learning,
and participation

3. Structures
and Systems

4. Practice

We can note that ie is determined by the context
and calls for processes which guarantee the learning
and participation of those who may be facing any type
of segregation. An education of this type allows the
participation and learning of people with disabilities
or “additional abilities”, indigenous communities,
afro-descendants, the terminally ill, pregnant girls and
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women, and more recently, young people demobilized
from subversive groups and displaced.

figure actually approaches 7%, that is to say, more than three
million Colombians live in this condition. At least 33% of these
people from 5 to 14 years old and 58.3% from 15 to 19 years old

Inclusive Education in Colombia
The General Law of Education (men, 1994) established that the right to education and equality must
be guaranteed to all Colombian citizens and that the
State has the obligation to prevent their being victims of
discrimination of any kind. The Ministry of Education in
Colombia (men, n.d.) states that it is required to develop
organizational strategies that offer effective responses
to address diversity, to develop ethical considerations
of inclusion as a matter of rights and values, and to
implement flexible and innovative teaching practices
that allow a personalized education.
The men established policies to regulate pedagogical
support for students with disabilities and exceptional
aptitudes or talent (Decree 366) (Secretaría General de
la Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá, 2009) and guidelines for
higher ie (men, 2013). These are based on six principles:
participation (having a voice in the educative center),
diversity (an innate characteristic of human beings),
interculturality (the recognition of and dialogue with other
cultures), equity (to generate accessibility conditions),
quality (optimal conditions), and appropriateness
(concrete responses to particular environments).
However, Colombia faces several challenges in the
achievement of true ie systems (Parra Dussan, 2011).
For instance, according to the National Department of
Statistics (Departamento Administrativo Nacional de
Estadística [dane], 2010), 43.2% of a total of 146,247
people from 5 to 20 years of age with disabilities did not
study at any educational level. The dane projections
indicate that
there are currently 2.9 million people with disabilities, who
represent 6.4% of the population. However, the National
Demographic and Health Survey (ends) 1mentions that this

1 ENDS stands for Encuesta Nacional de Demografía y Salud
[National Survey of Demografic Health].
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do not attend school, and only 5.4% of those studying graduated
from high school. (par. 1-2)

These figures exemplify what may be similar to other
minorities regarding access to education in Colombia.
They also show that education policies differ greatly
from reality.

Research Framework
Method
We used the documentary research method
(Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2011) and the critical
discourse analysis (cda) (Fairclough, 2003). In
documentary research the main source of data is
a written document and, in this study, the unit of
analysis (articles dealing with ie and published in
the profile journal). Those articles are documents,
that is, compilations of meanings given to events,
phenomena, and so on, by authors. As noted by the
same authors, documentary research is useful when
there is little or no reactivity on the part of the writer
because the document has not been written to address
the research intentions, as in this study. Although
that can be a shortcoming, documents themselves
(articles, in our case), may be interpretations of events
(ie, in our study).
We now explain what is meant by critical, discourse,
and analysis. Critical is primarily applied to reveal the
hidden relations of power, discrimination, control, and
so on, constructed through language. cda investigates
“critically social inequality as it is expressed, signaled,
constituted, legitimized . . . by language use (or in
discourse). Most critical discourse analysts would
thus endorse Habermas’s claim that ‘language is also
a medium of domination and social force’” (Wodak,
2001, p. 2).
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Discourse, with a small d, signals language in use
or the way language is used to “enact” activities and
identities (Gee, 1990). Discourses (with a big d) are
ways of talking and writing about, as well as acting with and toward,
people and things (ways that are circulated and sustained within
various texts, artifacts, images, social practices, and institutions,
as well as in moment-to-moment social interactions) such that
certain perspectives and states of affairs come to be taken as
“normal” or “natural” and others come to be taken as “deviant”
or “marginal”. (Gee, 2000, p. 197)

Fairclough (2003) explains discourse in three ways:
Firstly, as “part of the action”. We can distinguish different genres
as different ways of (inter) acting discursively. . . . Secondly,
discourse figures in the representation of the material world,
of other social practices, reflexive self-representations of the
practice in question. . . . Thirdly and finally, discourse figures
alongside bodily behavior in constituting particular ways of being,
particular or social or personal identities. (p. 27)

Discourse is referred to as any form of human
expression that accounts for the cultural, ideological,
historical identities of humans constructed through
social practices and communicative events in a particular
time and space. Now, we should define analysis and cda.
Analysis focuses on the text or discourse as a unit
base that has to be considered in terms of what it
includes and what it omits (Rogers, 2004). Likewise, cda
embraces a critical perspective “on doing scholarship…
‘with an attitude’” (van Dijk, 2001, p. 96) that must focus
on pressing social issues for a better understanding of
them and to exert social action.
We followed Fairclough’s (2003) levels of text
analysis: internal and external relations of texts.
The first level includes the analysis of relationships
(1) between the elements of clauses and meaning
(semantic relations); (2) between the lexical elements
of the text and its syntactic disposition (paratactic or
hypotatic grammatical relations); (3) between items of
vocabulary, words or expressions, that is, collocation

patterns (vocabulary relations), and (4) phonological
relations (not present in this study).
The external level analyzes “relations of texts to
other elements of social events, and more abstractly,
social practices and social structures” (Fairclough,
2003, p. 36). Thus, we can study the connections
between texts and other voices or texts that have
been incorporated into the text. That can happen
through quoting, reported speech, and assumptions,
which are core aspects for our study.
cda and text analysis were useful in revealing
themes, concepts, categories, and/or patterns.
Nevertheless, there is no such thing as a complete
discourse analysis. A text can be analyzed in any or in
several of its discourse structures. In this regard, van
Dijk (2001) suggests selecting for closer analysis those
structures that are relevant for the study of a social issue
within them: the semantic macrostructures (topics);
the local meanings (explicit, implicit, and senses
attributed to texts or discourses); the “subtle” forms
structures (e.g., propositional structures, rhetorical
figures); the context models; and the event models.

Instrument and Unit of Analysis
The core source of information was the articles
related to inclusion in English language teaching
(elt) published in the profile journal from 2000 to
2015.2 profile stands for profesores de Inglés como
Lengua Extranjera (Teachers of English as a foreign
language). This biannual publication disseminates
research findings, innovations, and reflections in elt by
teachers, teacher educators, and pre-service teachers.
To date twenty-three issues have been published. They
have gathered 282 articles by 445 worldwide authors.
We first considered the whole range of articles.
Then, through systematic review, we filtered the initial
corpus to six articles as units of analysis (see Table 1).

2 For 2015, only Issue 1 was selected.
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Table 1. Units of Analysis

Articlea

Section of the Journal
Issues from Teacher
Researchers

1. Guerrero (2008). Bilingual Colombia: What Does It Mean to Be Bilingual within
the Framework of the National Plan of Bilingualism?
2. Ávila Caica (2011). Teacher: Can You See What I’m Saying? A Research Experience with Deaf Learners

3. Ávila Daza and Garavito (2009). Parental Involvement in English Homework
Tasks: Bridging the Gap between School and Home
Issues from Novice Teacher
Researchers
4. Cuasialpud Canchala. (2010). Indigenous Students’ Attitudes towards Learning
English through a Virtual Program: A Study in a Colombian Public University

5. Usma Wilches (2009). Education and Language Policy in Colombia: Exploring
Processes of Inclusion, Exclusion, and Stratification in Times of Global Reform
Issues based on Reflections
and Innovations
6. Escobar Alméciga and Gómez Lobatón (2010). Silenced Fighters: Identity, Language and Thought of the Nasa People in Bilingual Contexts of Colombia

a

See complete information in the References section.

The articles were written by Colombian authors
in a period of time between 2008 and 2011. Articles
1 and 2 report in-progress and final investigations.
The authors of Articles 3 and 4 were at the time new
researchers who conducted projects as a requirement
to get their bed degrees. Lastly, Articles 5 and 6 gather
reflections on bilingual contexts and educative and
linguistic policies. The authors’ backgrounds can be
read in their corresponding articles.

Research Process
We conducted a meta-analysis (see Table 2) which
“is, simply, the analysis of other analyses. It involves
aggregating and combining the results of comparable
studies into coherent accounts to discover main effects”
(Cohen et al., 2011, p. 336).
Results and Discussion
We constantly compared the individual analyses to
reach a global interpretation of data. Then, we defined
a metaphor as core category (Challenging the “Molds”
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in elt), two categories and three sub-categories (see
Table 3).

Challenging the “Molds” in ELT
A mold is defined as a hollow container for giving
shape to molten or hot liquid material. When a liquid
hardens or sets inside the mold, it adopts its shape. Molds
are designed in an infinite range of shapes; however,
each mold is a unique shape. From this perspective,
the logic behind molds is the moldability of a liquid
into an immutable solid which is consistent with its
specific shape.
The Mold: Linguistic Policies

The linguistic policies in Colombia that the authors
are concerned with the most—The npb and the Basic
Standards for Competences in Foreign Languages:
English (men, 2006) (Standards hereafter)—correlate
closely with the logic of molds. The shape is established
by the mold these linguistic policies offer for regulating
elt and defining bilingualism in Colombia. However,
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Table 2. Research Process

1

Stage
Exploration of data

Description
Skimming and scanning the 282 articles in order to find relevant materials.
Reading the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the articles.
Registering the relevant material.
Further filtering of data by coding: areas of interest, justification of the works,
designs used in the studies, context, population and samples, statistics employed,
analyses made, and results.
Evaluating the quality of the studies: examining the presence of the topic of
inclusion as well as the policies and inclusion practices at the level of analysis of
policies or the analysis and/or report of pedagogical practices.
Gathering of the studies.

2

Analysis of the content

Phase 1: Inter-textual analysis
The context model analysis
The structural analysis: the order of discourse
The communication content analysis: focus on the processes of coding and
decoding of messages (denotation and connotation) throughout the explicit and
implicit contents, as well as the senses attached to messages.
Establishing categories and concepts.
Phase 2: Intra-textual analysis
Contrasting the voices of the unit of analysis with other units.
Recognizing repetition of patterns to challenge or complement our assumptions.

3

Building of
interpretations

Making sense of the meanings of the data gathered.

4

Reporting the findings

Building our interpretations to give light on the objective of this study.

Table 3. Categories and Subcategories From Data Analysis

CHALLENGING THE “MOLDS” IN ELT
Categories
1. The Mold: Linguistic
Policies

Subcategories
The mold’s brand:
Advertising
Bilingualism

2. Reshaping the Mold:
Empowering students
Coping With Teaching to overcome barriers
Realities
Acting based on
guiding principles

Properties
The instrumentalization of English language learning
The standardization of English language learning
Exclusion of national knowledge, expertise, and minority
groups
Collaboration
The classroom as a “meeting place”
Elimination of barriers
Creating the inclusion brand
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policies do not conceive, construct, implement, and
regulate on their own; the mold’s manufacturers in
charge of this are the National Government through
the men and local educational authorities.
These molds have a noteworthy brand: Advertising
Bilingualism. We know that a brand distinguishes
one product from others; for the authors, the
instrumentalization of language learning, its
standardization, and the exclusion of national knowledge,
expertise, and minority groups make the product unique.
Nevertheless, they consider that these features may be
advantageous for a few parties—the British Council (bc),
Instituto Colombiano para el Fomento de la Educación
Superior (icfes), and English language institutes—while
representing drawbacks for the rest of the clients—
parents, teachers, students with minor resources, students
from rural areas, children and adolescents displaced
from their hometowns, and students from minority
groups—because their teaching realities do not fit the
mold. Next, we discuss and illustrate each subcategory.
The mold’s brand: Advertising Bilingualism. Every
mold has a brand and slogan. For the npb and Standards,
the brand seems to be Advertising Bilingualism. This
brand has three main features: The instrumentalization
of English language learning (elle), its standardization,
and the exclusion of national knowledge, expertise, and
minority groups.
The instrumentalization of English language
learning. Instrumentalization has become an outstanding
point of view to set the purposes of elle and elt in the
npb and Standards, even above other purposes such
as intellectual, cultural, and language development.
From this perspective, elle and elt carry with them
positive meanings related to economic advancement,
as emphasized in these excerpts:
1.

Finally, from a utilitarian point of view, a foreign language becomes
a tool that serves economic, practical, industrial, and military purposes. . . . Learning a foreign language . . . loses most of its cultural
and cognitive development motivations, and becomes another
strategy to build a better resume, get better employment, be more
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competitive in the knowledge economy . . . or participate in wars
taking place overseas. (Usma Wilches, 2009, p. 133)
2.

The author/s [of the npb] are equating bilingualism with globalization, playing with the assumption that being a speaker of English
carries with it the positive meanings ascribed to globalization like
broader communication, economic power, capitalism, multinational
companies, foreign investors, better jobs, better living conditions,
no geographical boundaries and so forth (Tollefson, 2000; Valencia, n/d). (Guerrero, 2008, p. 32)

In Excerpt 1, the verb becomes is a relational process
of the type intensive of time, that is, “a process of
attribution [that] unfolds through time” (Halliday,
2004, p. 222). The process of attribution is made by
something which carries the attribute. In this case,
the carrier is foreign language and the attribute a tool
that serves economic, practical, industrial, and military
purposes. The nominal group: “functioning as attribute
construes a class of thing” (Halliday, 2004, p. 219).
In Excerpt 2, foreign language (the thing) is grouped
into the class of tools to the service of capitalism and
globalization.
Excerpt 2 also reveals that speaking English
integrates you in Globalization, that is, students learn
English to be admitted into the “modern” world and
achieve the so-called economic benefits it offers. This
indicates that elle and elt, as conceived in the npb and
Standards, are still moving towards integrated education
rather than inclusive education to promote dynamics
of merchandizing that corresponds to globalization.
Globalization “does not simply mean the creation
of a world-embracing economic system paving the
way for cultural homogenization on a world-wide
basis, and it is not just a new variant of the so-called
cultural imperialism” (Turner & Khondker, 2010, p. 19).
This conceptualization of globalization may not be the
one considered by the manufacturers of the npb and
Standards as discussed in the next section.
The standardization of English language learning.
As long as the formulation of elt and elle purposes
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come from a utilitarian view of the language, the mold’s
manufacturers follow the logic of standardization to
homogenize, control, measure, and evaluate. Usma
Wilches (2009) asserts:
3.

and credentials that may “prove” individual and institutional ability

an “assumption about what is good or desirable”
(Fairclough, 2003, p. 55). The fact that linguistic policies
are adopted is seen as undesirable, while adaptation
and creation of policies according to the national
contexts are seen as desirable. Thus, the adoption of
foreign and external models to evaluate elt and elle
in Colombia depicts a problem:

and capability to teach future teachers, be a “competent” educa-

5.

This standardization is based on the introduction of international
models of quality and a move towards certification, accreditation,

tor, or speak English according to the imported models. (p. 136)

Colombia has standardized testing practices . . . that do not take
into account the specific context, the historical background, or
the resources of the students and that have a reference point in

The author highlights how the logic of
standardization works: importation of international
products into the local context. The lexical choice
for the verb prove takes one to the mental image that
manufacturers of these models have: the assumption
that there may be a single, more accurate, appropriate
and acceptable way for elt teachers to be, to know, and
to know how to do. Additionally, prove nourishes the
idea that there are at least two actors involved in the
material process to prove: Those who prove (students
and teachers) and those to whom the achievements of
standards have to be proven. These are some glimpses
of to/for whom standards work.
4.

foreign and unfamiliar contexts. (Escobar Alméciga & Gómez
Lobatón, 2010, p. 134)

For the above-mentioned authors, standardization
has as reliable and faithful allies elt tests and
certifications. They maintain the mold in accordance
with its brand “Advertising Bilingualism” as well as
with the instrumental approach to elt.
6.

These products include the tkt [Teaching Knowledge Test] and
icelts [In-service Certificate in English Language Teaching] for
current and future teachers, the icfes for school students, or the
ielts [International English Language Testing System], toefl [Test of
English as a Foreign Language] or melicet/met [Michigan English

English education is required to be taught, measured, and evaluated

Language Institute College English Test] for the general public. This

according to methods and procedures that were designed for other

[having several “products”] is how language teaching and learning

contexts such as the Common European Framework of Reference

in Colombia become a matter of meeting a standard, paying for

(cefr) and the employment of standardized testing techniques

and taking a language and teaching knowledge test, being certi-

such as the toefl and other standardized language examinations.

fied, and advertising yourself as another available product in the

(Escobar Alméciga & Gómez Lobatón, 2010, p. 136)

“free” market. (Usma Wilches, 2009, p. 136)

These authors agree with Usma Wilches (2009) and
emphasize that manufacturers assume that foreign and
external discourses and models to define and evaluate
elt in Colombia are represented as universals, as
“meanings which are shared and can be taken as given”
(Fairclough, 2003, p. 55). This way, Standards are being
proved to an international community, which controls
and shapes the molds in elt and educative policies.
When Usma Wilches (2009) states that cefr
and toefl were designed for other contexts, he has

In Excerpt 6, these products constitute a cataphorical
reference of tests and certifications, which illustrate the
conception of examinations as goods available for sale
to the public. With the exception of the icfes national
examination, the other international products charge
hefty fees between 350,000 and 500,000 Colombian
pesos—approximately 160-250 US dollars.
Accordingly, the notion of tests and examinations
in the service of standardization, and therefore, for the
instrumental view of elt and policies, has sparked more
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questions: Do they actually contribute to the intellectual,
cultural, or language development of their clients? Or
do they only amplify the notions of competitiveness,
human capital, and knowledge economy?
Exclusion of national knowledge, expertise, and
minority groups. We have discussed that the mold
has an instrumental view of language learning and
its standardization. This, in turn, has shaped the npb
and Standards mold and favored the importation
of discourses, models, and practices to regulate elt
in Colombia at the expense of national knowledge,
expertise, and minority groups.
The externalization and standardization processes
have become the lid of the mold. It keeps the raw
material within it, permits inserting the country into
the economic trends in times of globalization and
internationalization, and restrains the entrance of other
elements. For instance, the exclusion of teachers and
their knowledge is questioned below:
7.

Even when there are human resources available and when there
is a high unemployment rate, it is sometimes preferred to go the
extra mile to hire foreign teachers. (Escobar Alméciga & Gómez
Lobatón, 2010, p. 136)

8.

Undeniably, this standardization of language teaching and learning
depicts a lack of trust in teachers, universities, and schools, and
a move towards uniformity through stringent normalization and
control. (Usma Wilches, 2009, p. 136)

In Excerpt 7, the authors disclose a conflict: There
is a marked preference to hire foreign native-speaker
teachers, ignoring the experience, qualifications, and
even a critical unemployment rate. This suggests a
pre-established image of the teachers of English and
the assumption that the foreigner speaks English better;
thus s/he can teach it better, while the national teacher is
underestimated and considered to have fewer capabilities.
In Excerpt 8, Usma Wilches (2009) sums up the
logic behind standardization. It reflects a lack of trust
in the knowledge and expertise of teachers, which the
government tries to diminish through homogenization.
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Teachers are not the only absentees in the mold of
the npb and Standards. Ávila Daza and Garavito (2009)
claim that parents and their children do not know each
other and explore the possibility of involving parents
in English homework tasks. They pinpoint:
9.

It is evident the lack of seemingly simple knowledge that parents
and children have about one another. (p. 111)

10.

All schools should make an effort to work collaboratively with
parents to ultimately improve student achievement (Keane, 2007).
Following this line of thought, this research emerged from the need
to integrate parents in children’s school life. (p. 106)

11.

The current world offers us many distractions to make family
interaction less frequent every day. (p. 111)

Excerpt 10 shows that the problem does not only
emerge from the lack of interaction between parents and
children, but also between parents and schools. Hence,
collaborative work is desirable because it brings about
improvement in students’ performances. For the authors,
“the current world”, in Excerpt 11, may be regarded as a
euphemism of the word globalization, which, in turn,
may be a euphemistic word of westernization. Thereby,
globalization has a negative connotation because it
draws the family members’ attention away from the
family itself, which boosts more fragmented interactions.
Further absentees in the mold are minority groups,
for instance, deaf people, indigenous communities,
and students with minor resources. Ávila Caica (2011)
expresses:
12.

This . . . study . . . was carried out as an attempt to diminish the
disadvantage of some deaf students who were immersed in a spoken-language environment that uses English as a means to cope
with a growing amount of information useful for personal and
professional purposes. (p. 132)

13.

Deaf students manifested their necessity to learn the target language to cope with an increasing amount of written information
in English and to communicate. (p. 140)

In Excerpt 12, the author claims that her goal to
conduct the investigation is influenced by an existential
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assumption3 about the condition of deaf students in
regard to elle. For her, deaf people are often at a
disadvantage in elle compared with their hearing
peers. This is due to the English language having
been conceived in recent years with an instrumental
lens, which, at the same time, would ascribe them to
globalization, as manifested in Excerpt 13. Thus, the
author sees this gap between deaf people and their
hearing peers as a social disadvantage that needs to
be revised.
The case of indigenous communities is also
worrisome. Cuasialpud Canchala (2010) writes:
14.
15.

to school without a high performance of the language,
and then, they have to face a third language, English.
Besides, teachers are usually not well prepared to teach
Spanish and English from a multicultural approach.
If communities are excluded from the mold, their
native languages are also being excluded. Guerrero
(2008) explains this in her analysis of the title of
Standards:
17.

Notice that by saying “foreign languages” the possibility of “second languages” is excluded, which in Colombia could be any of
the indigenous languages spoken. This is the first hint that for the
men indigenous languages do not represent any sort of capital, in

There are few opportunities for indigenous students to have access

Bourdieu’s terms; henceforth, not worthy of investment, incentives,

to education. (p. 138)

promotion, etc. (p. 31)

The levels of school desertion of indigenous students in Cauca,

18.

English encapsulates and represents the ideal of foreign languages

Antioquia, and La Guajira are relevant. . . . Of 12,243 students reg-

and it is more than enough working on it and ignoring other lan-

istered in 1998 in sixth grade, by 2003 only 1,199 got their degree

guages (Vélez-Rendón, 2003). (p. 31)

in high school. The main reasons for this failure are . . . lack of
money, low encouragement as regards studying, family problems,
and cultural causes. (p. 137)
16.

Indigenous students who come from a community in which Spanish is learned as a second language become bilingual. There are
usually indigenous teachers who are also bilingual and who are
prepared professionally in ethno-linguistics education. However,
these teachers are usually not well formed . . . so the level of this
second language might be low for this population too. (p. 139)

Cuasialpud Canchala (2010) identifies three main
problematic social conditions for English language
indigenous students. First, the Colombian education
system does not offer coverage for the whole indigenous
peoples. Second, indigenous peoples’ school background
is precarious. They have gone through a primary and
secondary education of low quality, with few human
and material resources. Third, indigenous students have
to face multilingualism rather than bilingualism. In a
first instance, they have to learn Spanish, and usually go
3 Existential assumptions are defined as those “assumptions
about what exists” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 55).

In Excerpt 17, second languages nourishes the idea
that indigenous languages spoken in Colombia are
included. Additionally, the author identifies another
image: for men, foreign language teaching must be
oriented towards languages that represent a sort of capital.
Therefore, English represents capital, globalization, and
internalization and becomes the main reasoning to
exclude other languages from the mold of Standards
and the npb.
Reshaping the Mold:
Coping With Teaching Realities

Category one shows that linguistic policies such
as the npb and Standards represent a mold being
manufactured by men and the bc, which wave a flag
with its brand Advertising Bilingualism. The mold is
characterized by the instrumentalization of language
learning, and its standardization, both of which compose
the lid of the mold, which allows the exclusion of national
knowledge, expertise, and minority groups.
This second category denotes the authors’ attempt to
reshape the mold, so that it is malleable, more diverse,
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and inclusive. To do so, we require teachers’ empowering
students to overcome barriers and acting based on
guiding principles.
Empowering students to overcome barriers. The
empowering of students can be constructed through two
strategies: Collaboration and creation of the classroom
as a “meeting place”.
Collaboration. Collaboration aims at strengthening
the social dimension and building an inclusive society
which combats discriminatory and segregating attitudes
arising from molds. To do so, students, teachers, and
parents work jointly to break down the barriers that
may emerge. Thus, collaboration allows for healthy,
spontaneous interactions, as expressed by Ávila Caica
(2011):
19.

The group of deaf participants showed some strategies for spontaneous collaborative work to help them develop self-confidence and
effectiveness in their personal and group English process. (p. 143)

instruction and face-to-face classes. efl internet resources
play an important role in elt and elle as these allow
collaborative work, enhance autonomy, and keep students
motivated (Ávila Caica, 2011). As she found,
23.

[BL] is not only useful for finding and sharing information, but also
effective in helping individuals with special learning needs explore
new learning environments in which they can learn through the
use of their other senses and abilities (p. 133).

24. It is an effective way of making the English teaching process more
practical and dynamic providing, at the same time, students with
flexible schedules and new learning strategies. (p.144)

The classroom as a “meeting place”. For the mold
of the npb and Standards, the classroom is a place for
learning how to find a new job and better salaries.
By contrast, a classroom in which teachers challenge
the mold is a “meeting place”, where diverse cultures,
communities, needs, and desires converge.
25.

Collaboration can emerge from the relationship
between parents and children as well as parents and
the educative center of their children. For Ávila Daza
and Garavito (2009),

During the face-to-face sessions of the course, deaf learners demonstrated excellent group work skills and positive learning motivation.
The course became a “meeting place” for some of them who belonged
to different academic programs at the university and did not have
frequent contact with their deaf peers. (Ávila Caica, 2011, p. 143)

20. Teachers can attempt to promote that link by designing relaxed and
meaningful tasks so that children and parents work together. (p. 106)

Another type of collaboration may be the interaction
between teachers and students in individual tutoring.
This can increase students’ confidence and improve
elle performances while bearing in mind students’ own
paces and needs. Cuasialpud Canchala (2010) notes:
21.

This inclusion of diversity in the elt classroom
allows the creation of friendly, pressure-free learning
environments in which students work collaboratively,
value and respect their peers, and are aware of self and
others (Ávila Caica, 2011). The author notes:
26. The greatest benefit of this collaborative work was reflected in the
friendly class environment and the willingness to work that most

Individual guidance is a better tool to improve the English learning
process. Students felt more confident when having a personalized
environment or being in a group in which all of them started from

of the students showed. (p. 144)
27.

The familiarity and casual atmosphere fostered students’ participation making them feel included, valued, and respected. (p. 144)

the same level. (p. 140)
22.

The tutoring was a pressure-free activity in which the student did
not need to worry about grades. (p. 140)

Collaboration is also crucial in blended learning
(bl). bl is, in general terms, the combination of virtual
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Conversely, Escobar Alméciga and Gómez Lobatón
(2010) advocate for a multicultural approach to elt.
They suggest challenging the mold
28. by thinking about the concept of multicultural education, understood as the plurality of races, costumes, traditions and therefore
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language that have to be recognized and accepted (Solomon, 1988),

in rural and urban areas is huge . . . therefore, the possibility of

just as in the case of minority languages, that claim for the right

attending school and the quality of education available there vary

to be heard and respected without sacrificing their essence and

enormously. (Guerrero, 2008, p. 36)

identity. (p. 138)

A multicultural approach has to be reflected by
live and meaningful learning experiences that allow
the recognition of the other as an equal individual.
Escobar Alméciga and Gómez Lobatón (2010) explain:

•

Public schools have less and poor resources in
comparison to private schools.

31.

The second assumption, that all students who attend public schools
have access to the same kind and quality of material and human
resources, is misleading . . . (Ayala & Alvarez, 2005). (Guerrero,

29. According to Rivilla & Domínguez (2005), for the development

2008, p. 37)

of intercultural education, culture has to be taken beyond the
presentation of cultural items in the classroom: culture has to be

•

Not all students have the same economic resources
to have access to better resources for a better elle
(Computer, access to Internet, etc.).

32.

The “other” group of Colombian children, the invisible group for the

embraced as a live entity that lets students go through the processes
of understanding, synthesis and analysis, about cultural aspects
that could be different from and yet, similar to one’s own. (p. 138)

pnb, students and non-students, will remain excluded from taking

Acting based on guiding principles. Empowering
students to overcome barriers is not enough for reshaping
the mold. We need to act based on guiding principles.
Elimination of barriers. We have examined some
barriers which emerge mainly from the mold (The
npb and Standards): the instrumental view of language
learning (i.e., elt and elle for economic advancement),
the standardization of language learning (i.e., elt and
elle as a way to pay for tests and meet scores), and
the most worrisome barrier, the exclusion of national
knowledge, expertise, and minority groups. Nevertheless,
other barriers need attention: those which emerge from
social conditions that the manufacturers of the npb
and Standards make invisible because of their elitist
conception of bilingualism. To mention some:
• A great amount of Colombian children and
adolescents do not have access to education.
• Students in rural areas do not have the same living
conditions as students from urban areas of the
country.
30. The promoters of the pnb fail to acknowledge that not all children
enjoy the same opportunities or access to education, especially in
a society like the Colombian one afflicted by so many social and
economic problems. . . . The disparity between living conditions

advantage of being bilingual (speaking English) because they do not
have the economic resources. . . . A program like this will contribute to making the gap between the haves and have-nots bigger, to
promoting inequality and injustice, and to maintaining the privileges of the very few (Vélez-Rendón, 2003). (Guerrero, 2009, p. 38)

As a consequence of the barriers which emerge
from both linguistic policies and social conditions in
Colombia, we need to challenge and reshape the mold
so that these inequalities diminish and students can
enjoy successful learning performances. This may be
the inclusion brand.
Creating the inclusion brand. Reshaping the
mold means, indeed, to create a new mold in elt, and
therefore, a new brand in which teachers take informed
decisions and act on guiding principles to challenge the
existing one (Escobar Alméciga & Gómez Lobatón, 2010;
Guerrero, 2008; Usma Wilches, 2009). The inclusion
mold implies that new linguistic and educative policies,
teachers, and educative centers adopt an elt approach
that recognizes: (1) the local contexts and necessities,
(2) the local expertise and knowledge, (3) the right
to be different, and (4) the duty to learn about/from
other human beings.
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Conclusions
The objective of this research was to examine the
topic of inclusion in elt in Colombia in regard to the
policies that guide some authors’ articles published
in the profile journal. It became evident that the
implementation of the npb and Standards are the
linguistic and educative policies that the authors are
concerned with the most. The authors reveal that these
policies are characterized by the instrumentalization of
language teaching, its standardization and the exclusion
of local knowledge, expertise, and minority groups.
These features allow concluding that the npb and
Standards do not facilitate the promotion of inclusive
practices. Nevertheless, we think the identification of
sources of exclusion is a good place to start talking
about inclusion.
Inclusion in elt means to recognize (1) the local
contexts and necessities, (2) the local expertise and
knowledge, (3) the right to be different and to have
access to education of quality and equal opportunities,
(4) the duty to learn about others, and (5) the students’
learning paces, desires, and needs. These ideas, plus
the identification and elimination of barriers, motivate
the authors to study matters concerning policies of
inclusion in elt and to change their practices to an
inclusive brand.
The authors remark that inclusion in elt requires
coping with teaching realities, students’ empowerment
to overcome barriers, and acting based on guiding
principles. Practices that promote collaborative work,
individual guidance, blended learning, a multicultural
approach to education, and the creation of the elt
classroom as a meeting place are key and enriching
elements. Inclusive classrooms should be places where
diversity converges, interacts, and constructs to promote
students’ successful learning. Finally, acting based on
leading principles entails putting into practice the
elimination of barriers—those which emerge from
linguistic and educative policies as well as those which
emerge from the inequality in social conditions.
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Furthermore, it demonstrates teachers’ attempts to
create opportunities for students, to help each other,
and to construct meaning and knowledge.
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